Water Reporter is
A social network for environmental groups that connects individuals and watershed organizations working to improve and celebrate their watersheds. Groups use Water Reporter to collect observations that help us propel our effort to advocate, protect, and celebrate watersheds. Every picture tells a thousand words and your reports map out a library of stories that give voice to your efforts.

Getting Started
Download the Water Reporter app to your mobile device. Create an account, join groups of interest, then start submitting reports with this simple steps:

1. Choose a photo from your phone or take one here.
2. Write a few words and add hashtags to describe and categorize your report.
3. If necessary, you can change the report date.
4. Make sure Water Reporter has access to your location. Confirm your spot or move the map to change the pinpoint location.
5. Toggle on Keep Coyote Creek Beautiful to be notified of the report.
6. Submit your report. It will be added to the community feed, shared with the linked organization(s) and added to your profile.

How Water Reporter Works
Thanks to geo-location services embedded in every report, Water Reporter seamlessly notifies environmental groups tracking issues and results in the watersheds that they care about. The platform displays each submission on a map and on profile, organization, and watershed feeds. To stay in the loop, you will get email notifications every time someone comments or takes action on a report that you submit.

What photos should you share
Share photos of anything that inspires or concerns you. The comments field gives you an opportunity to describe more about your photo and continue the conversation with other users. To better help catalogue your report, include hashtags. Some examples of what sort of reports help us keep an eye on our rivers:

- #MyRiverr: Share something special from your River
- #volunteer: Participate in a cleanup or restoration day
- #trash: Find trash that needs to be removed.
- #erosion: Identify possible erosion locations.
- #pollutionreport: Report a pollution sighting
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